95

95 Cable Shear
왘 not suitable for steel wire and
hard drawn copper conductors
왘 precision ground, hardened
blades
왘 no crushing, slight deformation
of the cable only
왘 with guard
왘 adjustable screw joint

95 05 165

95 06 230

Article-No. 9 EANLength
mm

95 05 165
95 06 230

9 Head

9 Handles



9 Cutting Capacity

Code
4003773-

019596
006305

bright polished
bright polished

with plastic handles
plastic insulated
VDE-tested

95

ø mm
10
16

mm2
24
50

AWG
3
1

g
115
275

Model 95 05 165:
왘 cable shears for universal use;
cuts cables up to 10 mm dia. /
24 mm2
왘 with opening spring and
locking lever
왘 blades made of stainless steel
왘 oil-hardened and tempered
Model 95 06 230:
왘 for copper conductors single
wire up to 16 mm2, multiple
wire up to 50 mm2, fine strand
up to 70 mm2 and aluminium
conductors multiple wire up
to 70 mm2
왘 easy cutting with one-hand
operation due to high
transmission ratio
왘 stainless - special grade - steel,
oil hardened and tempered
왘 VDE tested according to
DIN EN/IEC 60900

95 Cable Shears
왘 for cutting copper and
aluminium cables, single and
multiple wire
왘 not suitable for steel wire and
hard drawn copper conductors
왘 precision ground, hardened
blades
왘 clean and smooth cut without
crushing and deformation
왘 easy cutting with one-hand
operation
왘 with guard
왘 adjustable screw joint,
self-locking
왘 forged
왘 Vanadium steel, oil-hardned
and tempered

95 11 165

95 12 165

Model 95 11/12 165:
왘 universal use for dismantling
and stripping

Cut performed with a Diagonal Cutter:
high effort required, inaccurate cut,
considerable deforming and crushing
of the cable

95 16 165

Article-No. 9 EANLength
mm

9 Head



9 Cutting capacity

Code
4003773-

95 11 165
95 12 165

029175
029182

burnished
burnished

95 16 165

039648

chrome
plated

92

9 Handles

plastic coated
with two-colour
dual component handles
insulated with two-colour
dual component handles
VDE-tested

ø mm
15
15

mm2
50
50

AWG
1/0
1/0

g
210
245

15

50

1/0

255

Cut effected with a Cable Shear:
easy, clean cut without any deformation
of the cable

